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MARBLE RESTORE AND POLISHING KIT
Package Contents
The package contains the following items:
n. 4 diamond plates in grits 200 # 400 # 800 # 1500 #
n. 1 buffer velcro backed
n. 1 bag 50grams of powder for polishing marble
Technical notes:
Diamond plates: mini plates size S dim. 4x4, 5x0, 3 cm. With
diamond resin abrasive for sanding (200 grit orange, 400 grit
red, green grit 800), polishing (1500 grit light green). The
plates have the back with colored velcro to recognize the grain.
Buffer: block of soft plastic material velcro back hook size 4,2
x5x2 cm.
Polishing powder: special powder for polishing marble and
carbonate stone. This is a special blend of professional powders
that are used usually with heavy sanding machines; in the
formulation contained in the kit also works hand. It must be
used wet.
What is
The kit contains everything necessary to bring a smooth or
rough surface until roughly mirror polishing. The kit also
allows the novice to restore small areas of polished marble
ruined by strong acids, scratches or scaling.
How to use
In relation to the damage to be repaired and the level of finish
you want to get it pass onto the surface from two to four grains
in succession.
To restore a polished marble ruined by scratches or severe
corrosion begins with the plate # 200, continuing with 400 and
800 grit up to 1500 grit and then passing the polishing powder.
The diamond plates are used on wet surface
rubbing in a circular motion with moderate pressure alternating
repeated several times. Given a uniformly smooth area to go to
the next grit until you reach the desired smoothing.
The polishing powder should be passed after the use of the
patch # 1500 grit to get so perfect a real mirror polishing.
Where it works
It works on marble, travertine, limestone, compact sandstone is
obtained the mirror polishing.

Where it don't work
On granite and siliceous materials you get a semi-matt
polishing, as well as on non-porous stones to polish (tender
tuffs, soft stone etc..).
In order to obtain the maximum polishing on granites very fine
abrasives must be used, which are not included in this kit.

